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See us in the club go ahead and say hi
But it's time for us to say goodbye
We came and you saw
We is the troof
Now it's time for this place to hit the roof
See us in the club go ahead and say hi
But it's time for us to say goodbye
We came, you saw
We is the troof
Now it's time for this place to hit the fucking roof
We are players
And we are the shit
Now don't get jealous
When we are suckin on yours girls tits
It's what we do
We ain't trippin
Don't come hustling when we is spitting
Fuck you
Fuck you
And fuck you to
All you homos belong in the mother fucking zoo oh
Humping each other like some gay ass animals
We be in the playzone
Kids with there danimals

Skeeming
Perping
Merk it
Girl slurp it
Big ass
I will pass
It back and forth
Billy walker
Leroy walker
Cumming in mother fucking quarts

One more verse gotta say bye
I like the hoes when they bi
Come on now
Lets get it in
Running now
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We skirtin
Two in a million
That's what we be
We stand on bridges
And take a pee
Bitches there
On the street
Not the hoes
The ones with four feet
They use to bark
They use bight
They respect us now
Cuz they know we tight
Speedway cards is the way to go
Not that we need it
We got that dough
From making this album
We iz hella rich
Making it rain
On your bitch
She can't resist
Our polyphonic prose
No one is cooler
And god knows
Awesome as tits
You know it's
Gang members
Don't mean shit
To us
They never will
Shooting guns
We counting our bills
In the country or in the hood
We keep rapping
We is all good
Goodbye now
Thanks for listening
Our swagger is always glistening
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